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Introduction
Intel® Optane™ persistent memory (PMem) is an innovative technology that 
delivers large-capacity memory at a fraction of the cost of traditional single-tier, 
DRAM-based deployments.1 In virtualized environments, Intel Optane PMem in 
Memory Mode introduces a hardware-based, two-tier memory hierarchy that 
is transparent to VMs. With no additional configuration, VMs continue to use 
memory, while the hardware balances the hottest data between the tiers. 

VMware vSphere version 7.0U2 introduces support for Intel Optane PMem 
200 series with 3rd Generation Intel® Xeon® Scalable processors. Version 7.0U3 
introduces VMware vSphere Memory Monitoring and Remediation (vMMR) 
for tiered memory. This best practice guide provides strategies for assessing 
existing deployments and deploying Intel Optane PMem in Memory Mode for 
VMware vSphere.

The Need for Cache
With each generation of computing, performance and capacity have increased 
in all areas, but little has changed in the operations of computers. Since their 
inception, computers have preserved data in storage, loaded it into memory, 
and processed it in the CPU. Storage resources are typically abundant, slow, 
and inexpensive, whereas memory is finite, fast, and expensive. This disparity 
requires balance to ensure that both can be used as efficiently as possible. 
Caching is a process of identifying the most active data and minimizing its 
movement between slow and fast resources. Keeping active data cached 
reduces the overhead of loading the data from storage and helps optimize 
system performance. 

Until recently, system memory has been a single layer, or flat tier. This tier was 
simply a fast resource that stored data to be used for fast CPU processing and was 
not involved in data placement decisions. All areas of system memory were based 
on the same technology, with the same performance and cost characteristics.

Tiered Memory
The caching methods that have existed for decades in storage technologies 
have now entered the realm of system memory. The advent of 2nd Gen Intel 
Xeon Scalable processors with Intel Optane PMem 100 series in Memory Mode 
provided a new ability to tier memory, transforming single-tier memory into a 
new two-tier hierarchy. The integrated memory controller in the processor and 
the write-in-place Intel Optane media enable system memory with additional 
intelligence to make data placement decisions. 

Discover how to reduce cost and increase VM density with tiered memory in 
VMware vSphere with Intel® Optane™ persistent memory in Memory Mode

Boost VMware vSphere Efficiency with 
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Tier 0 is reserved for the hottest (or most active) data 
and is supported by DRAM, while the second tier, or 
tier 1, is supported by Intel Optane PMem. Hardware 
dynamically caches very hot data in DRAM, while the hot 
data resides in Intel Optane PMem. The best performance 
is achieved when most data requests are for the very hot 
data in the cache (a cache hit). Cache misses, where the 
requested data must be retrieved from main memory, 
slow performance (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1. DRAM cache behavior. Optimal performance 
happens when data requests are for very hot data in the cache 
(a cache hit). To contrast, cache misses slow performance.

Deploying tiered memory is simple and transparent to VMs 
and VMware vSphere operations. Determining the right size 
of Tier 0, or DRAM cache, is a key element of establishing 
memory tier sizing and performance requirements. With 
conservative guidelines, this process can be simplified, but 
it is possible to optimize the configuration for both cost and 
performance. To help customers maximize the benefits of 
memory tiering, this document discusses how to:
• Use VMware vSphere instrumentation and metrics to 

identify memory usage patterns.
• Determine the optimal Tier 0 size.
• Understand deployment options and requirements.
• Monitor DRAM and Intel Optane PMem utilization 

post-deployment.

Characterize the Environment
Before planning new deployments, it is essential to 
understand the needs of current and future environments. 
VMware vSphere provides robust monitoring tools for 
capturing a wide range of metrics and sampling times via 
the vCenter Server UI as well as PowerCLI. Identifying 
peaks, valleys, and trends with existing workloads can help 
determine opportunities for tiered memory, and in some 
cases, system consolidation. For the best results, capture 
memory and CPU metrics on the host for a sufficient length 
of time to represent the workload(s). 

This document covers the best practices for collecting 
pertinent metrics for planning tiered memory deployments. 
For in-depth guidance on performance monitoring with 
vCenter Server, refer to the vSphere Performance and 
Monitoring guide.

VMware vSphere Memory Metrics
The primary metric for identifying good candidates 
for tiered memory is active memory. The following list 
describes the most relevant memory metrics:

• Memory Total (GB). The total physical memory available 
in the system.

• Memory Active (GB). Memory that is being actively read 
or written.

• Memory Usage (%). Represents memory usage for 
the host.

• Memory Consumed (GB). Represents the total amount 
of memory used on the host for internal processes and 
powered-on VMs.

• Memory Granted (GB). Memory allocated from the host 
to powered-on VMs.

Data Collection
By default, the last 60 minutes of active memory information 
is collected in real time every 20 seconds. With the circular 
buffer, as new data is collected, the oldest data is overwritten. 
With the defaults, this means that the largest sample that can 
be collected at a 20-second granularity is one hour. In most 
cases, one hour is not enough time to represent a workload’s 
behavior. The following subsections discuss three techniques 
customers can use to collect memory information over 
a longer sample time:

• Manually export real-time data every hour.
• Modify vCenter Server statistics settings.
• Automate real-time data export with PowerCLI.

Manually Export Real-time Data Every Hour
The easiest method—but the most time-intensive—is 
to export data manually from the vSphere Client (see 
Figure 2). On the Monitor tab for a host, navigate to 
Performance > Advanced. Ensure that the period is set 
to Real-time and that the view is set to Memory. Click 
the Export button and choose your file type preference. 
Comma-separated values (CSV) are recommended 
for their flexibility when performing analysis. Exporting 
this data every hour will create multiple files that can be 
aggregated to create a larger sample size.

Figure 2. Export real-time memory statistics.

https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-vSphere/7.0/vsphere-esxi-vcenter-server-70-monitoring-performance-guide.pdf
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-vSphere/7.0/vsphere-esxi-vcenter-server-70-monitoring-performance-guide.pdf
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Modify vCenter Server Statistics Settings
For those who prefer to gather data over a larger period of 
time and export less often, vCenter Server statistics levels 
must be modified (see Figure 3). vCenter Server supports 
four levels (Levels 1-4) of statistics and by default, are set 
to Level 1. In addition, there are four different collection 
intervals and data retention (Save For) periods. Modifying 
the defaults will generate additional data points and 
require additional storage as a result. Before modifying 
the defaults, ensure that there is enough storage space for 
the vCenter Server appliance to store the additional data. 
For instructions on changing the logging levels, review the 
VMware Docs page, Configure Statistics Collection Intervals 
in the vSphere Client.

Figure 3. vSphere vCenter Server statistics levels.

Level 2 statistics collect additional metrics, including 
active memory. This metric is essential for characterizing 
workloads over time. Setting Level 2 for Interval Durations 
of 5 and 30 minutes with data retention of 1 day and 1 week, 
respectively, will unlock additional data points that are not 
available by default. 

The 1-day period can be adjusted to retain data up to 5 days, 
while the duration or sample rate can be increased from every 
5 minutes down to every minute. These changes will drastically 
increase the number of samples, but storage demands will 
increase by a factor of 10. This will require increasing the size 
of the virtual disk that stores this data on the vCenter Server, 
which is outside the scope of this document.

Automate Real-time Data Export with PowerCLI
If modifying vCenter Server statistics and manually 
exporting data is undesirable or not an option, there is an 
additional method. Outside of the vCenter UI, the VMware 
PowerCLI cmdlet “Get-Stat” can be used to collect 
statistics in real time. 

With a bit of automation, these results can be collected 
over time without modifying statistics levels, at the highest 
data resolution and without navigating the vCenter Server 
UI. Intel wrote a PowerShell function that automates 
this capability, which is available at the following public 
GitHub repository: github.com/jp-hubbard/Get-Stats-
Realtime. The following code snippet illustrates how to run 
the PowerShell function; Figure 4 shows an example resulting 
.CSV file, sorted for active memory.

C:\Scripts\Get-Stats-Realtime [master s]> . .\Get-Stats-
Realtime.psl
C:\Scripts\Get-Stats-Realtime [master s]> Get-Stats-
Realtime –Entity fm42mns001.fm.intel.com –Path C:\Scripts 
-Duration 86400 -Period 2700
Getting Realtime Stats -> 10/26/201 07:49:43 fm42mns001.
fm.intel.com
Status -> 0/86400 elapsed/Duration in seconds
Exporting Realtime Stats -> C:\Scripts\realtime-2021-10-
26_08.34.40Z.csv
Sleeping -> 2700 seconds

Figure 4. Example .CSV file resulting from the use of the 
Get‑Stats‑Realtime.ps1 PowerShell function.

Data Resolution and Workloads
As data ages, vCenter Server rolls up performance data at 
different periods and takes the average to represent that 
period of time. The result is a balance between data resolution 
and database size. With the defaults, real-time (60 minutes), 
1-day, and 1-week periods will provide 180, 288, and 336 
samples for each metric, respectively. Dividing the number of 
samples by the period they represent produces a number we 
can use to compare the accuracy or resolution of the data. 

Not all workloads are created equal; therefore, they exhibit 
different behaviors. Capturing data at the highest resolution 
will produce the most accurate representation of the workload. 
Reducing the resolution has the potential to hide peaks and 
valleys behind averages. Although unlikely, if these hidden 
peaks and valleys are pronounced enough, the data used to 
characterize the workload may not truly be representative. 

Using PowerCLI maintains the highest data resolution 
available with no limit on duration, and with no additional 
configurations or implications on vCenter Server. The 
data is stored locally in .CSV files on the system executing 
the cmdlet. This is the preferred collection method for 
analyzing workload behaviors. 

Table 1 summarizes the tradeoffs between the data 
collection methods.

Table 1. Summary of Data Collection Methods

Method Effort Granularity Period Samples Data Resolution Storage Required

Manual Real-time High 20 seconds 60 minutes 180 5.00% No change

Manual (Level 2) High 1 minute 5 days 7200 1.67% 419 GB

Low 5 minutes 1 day 288 0.33% 43 GB

Low 30 minutes 1 week 336 0.06% 43 GB

PowerCLI Medium 20 seconds Unlimited Unlimited 5.00% No change

https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-vSphere/7.0/com.vmware.vsphere.vcenter.configuration.doc/GUID-5D85751A-2CE8-4FD5-83C8-90A17060631E.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-vSphere/7.0/com.vmware.vsphere.vcenter.configuration.doc/GUID-5D85751A-2CE8-4FD5-83C8-90A17060631E.html
https://github.com/jp-hubbard/Get-Stats-Realtime
https://github.com/jp-hubbard/Get-Stats-Realtime
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Assessing the Workload
Reviewing the key metrics over time in charts is the best 
way to quickly assess a workload’s behavior. Often, during 
a sample period, minimum and maximum values will 
represent only a fraction of the workload. However, if those 
metrics are viewed out of context, that is, without relation 
to the entire sample period and other metrics, then they 
can appear much more extreme than they are. Conversely, 
solely relying on averages can make workloads appear more 
tame or stable than reality. 

Reviewing charts will clearly indicate the stability of a 
workload, or rather, how much they deviate from the average 
(mean). When reviewing data outside of charts, it is best 
to identify the standard deviations in addition to averages, 
minimums, and maximums. Working with .CSV files in a 
spreadsheet application is recommended to speed up 
analysis. For example, some spreadsheet applications include 
built-in functions for calculating and graphing statistics. 

Overview of VMware vSphere 
Memory Allocation
System memory is an address space that computer 
processes use to store and retrieve data. Address space 
that is claimed by a process is said to be in use, whereas 
unclaimed address space is considered free. Used 
address space becomes free when the process using 
it releases ownership.

VMware vSphere expands on these definitions and 
categorizes memory as free, consumed, and active (see 
Figure 5). To ensure stable operation of the VMware 
vSphere environment and the workloads it supports, it is 
critical to maintain a balance between these categories. 
For detailed explanations, refer to the VMware Knowledge 
Base article, Understanding the Memory Active and Memory 
Usage indicators on the Performance tab.

• •••• • ••• • •• •• • •• • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
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Figure 5. VMware vSphere memory concepts.

Free Memory
Put simply, free memory is memory that is available to 
the host but has not been consumed. Best practices and 
experience dictate that environments should allocate a 
minimum 10-20% buffer of free memory. This practice helps 
prevent poor application performance when unexpected 
loads saturate capacity and trigger aggressive memory 
reclamation techniques (see “VMware vSphere Memory 
Reclamation Techniques” below).

Consumed Memory
Memory is consumed as address space is allocated to 
support processes. These processes are largely divided into 
two categories: those that directly support the operation 
of the host or hypervisor, and those that support the VMs. 
Memory allocated to VMs from the host is referred to as 
granted memory.

Active Memory
When memory has been allocated to a process, that 
process can then read or write to the address space. 
Address space that is actively being read or written is 
considered active memory. 

VMware vSphere Memory Reclamation Techniques
VMware vSphere implements various memory reclamation techniques to ensure a minimum reserve of physical 
memory is available at all times. Each technique varies in its effect on guest VM performance and the time it 
takes to reclaim physical memory. For detailed explanations, refer to the VMware vSphere technical white paper 
Understanding Memory Resource Management in VMware vSphere 5.0.

• Transparent page sharing has the least negative effect on guest VM performance. It deduplicates identical sets of 
memory with a hash lookup. 

• Ballooning has a moderate to high negative effect on guest VM performance. With this technique, the hypervisor 
pins and inflates guest VM physical memory, which can and does lead to the guest VM using virtual memory and 
swapping to disk. 

• Memory compression attempts to minimize swapping to disk by identifying compressible memory pages within the 
guest VM and placing them in cache within the guest VM’s physical memory. 

• Hypervisor swapping is used in only the most serious memory-shortage scenarios. In this case, the hypervisor 
swaps the VM’s memory to storage to immediately free physical memory for the host.

Using Intel® Optane™ persistent memory to serve as an affordable additional free memory buffer can help eliminate 
scenarios where VMware vSphere engages in these memory reclamation techniques—ultimately helping to keep 
guest VM’s performance high.

https://kb.vmware.com/s/article/1002604
https://kb.vmware.com/s/article/1002604
https://www.vmware.com/content/dam/digitalmarketing/vmware/en/pdf/techpaper/vmware-understanding-memory-resource-management-in-vsphere5.pdf
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Active Memory Footprint
The most important criteria when assessing candidates 
for tiered memory is how a workload uses memory. The 
frequency and amount of memory that a workload actively 
uses over time make up its footprint, which is defined by a 
few metrics: percent active, size, and stability.

Percent Active 
Find the percentage of memory that is active on average 
across the sample period by dividing the active memory 
by the total physical memory:

Active Memory (GB)/Total Physical Memory (GB) 
=% Active Memory 

Size
Size is measured in kilobytes (KB). For simplicity, round to 
the nearest gigabyte (GB).

Stability
Use a standard deviation (STDEV) function to identify how 
predictable or stable the workload actively uses memory. 
STDEV is significant to each data point in the sample period 
and relative to the average of all the data points. Use the 
STDEVP function to calculate the average deviation of all 
the data points. (The “P” in STDEVP signifies that the entire 
sample period or population is expected.)

Active memory values are measured in KBs, and as such, the 
average deviation is also represented in KBs. For simplicity, 
round to the nearest GB when comparing metrics.

Evaluating Different Workloads
The active memory footprint provides insight into the 
characteristics of the hot data and how best to size the tiered 
memory deployment. High memory utilization combined 
with a low active memory footprint is an indication that 
memory capacity may be a bottleneck. Generally, candidates 
for tiered memory are characterized by the following:
• For most workloads, a small active memory footprint 

(25% or less) 
• Hosts with high memory utilization (75% and greater)

Table 2 highlights how to evaluate workloads for 
Intel Optane PMem.

To understand Table 2, pay attention to the memory 
capacity and percentage of active memory:
• Hosts 1-5 exhibit small active memory footprints yet 

consume a large amount of memory, making them ideal 
candidates for tiered memory.

• Host 6 has a moderately sized active memory footprint 
and may require additional analysis.

• Host 7 has a large active memory footprint, consumes 
more than 85% of its total memory (450 GB/512 GB) and is 
likely best suited for traditional single-tier memory.

Comparing Workloads Across VMs
So far, the tiered memory sizing examples provided have 
evaluated workloads at the host layer, which is the simplest 
approach to deciding how much Intel Optane PMem can 
benefit a VMware vSphere deployment. However, there 
may be times when further evaluation at the VM level is 
warranted, even when the host layer evaluation results in 
a “Moderate” or even “Low” rating for Intel Optane PMem 
use. The host’s workload is often heterogeneous, inheriting 
characteristics from multiple VMs varying in size and 
behavior. Comparing and contrasting each VM’s workload 
may reveal different active memory footprints. Grouping 
similar footprints and evaluating workloads at the VM layer 
can facilitate additional opportunities to size adequate 
capacities of DRAM and Intel Optane PMem.

Table 2. Workload Assessment

Host
Total 

Memory
Consumed 

Memory
Active 

Memory
Active  

Memory %a Recommendation for Intel® Optane™ PMem

1 1024 GB 850 GB 213 GB 21% High

2 1024 GB 615 GB 123 GB 12% High

3 768 GB 620 GB 136 GB 18% High

4 768 GB 500 GB 50 GB 6% High

5 512 GB 410 GB 62 GB 12% High

6 512 GB 335 GB 180 GB 35% Moderate

7 512 GB 450 GB 360 GB 70% Low
a Active Memory % is Active Memory (GB)/Total Physical Memory (GB).
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Deploying Intel® Optane™ PMem
The following sections describe several best practices 
when deploying Intel Optane PMem.

Maximize Performance
There are two generations of Intel Optane PMem (see Table 3):

• Intel Optane PMem 100 series, available on 2nd Gen Intel 
Xeon Scalable processors, with six memory channels at up 
to 2666 MHz per channel and up to 3 TB per socket.

• Intel Optane PMem 200 series, available on 3rd Gen Intel 
Xeon Scalable processors, with eight memory channels at 
up to 3200 MHz per channel and up to 4 TB per socket.

For best performance, the latest generation is 
recommended.

Table 3. Intel® Optane™ PMem Offerings

Intel® Optane™ PMem 
100 Series

Intel® Optane™ PMem 
200 Series

Intel® Xeon® 
Scalable 
Processor

2nd Generation 
on 2S/4S/8S platform

3rd Generation 
on 2S platform

Cores 4-28 8-40

Memory 
Channels 6 8

Memory per 
Socket

4.5 TB Total 
6x 512 GB Intel Optane 

PMem + 6x 256 GB

6 TB Total 
8x 512 GB Intel Optane 

PMem + 8x 256 GB DRAM

Intel Optane 
PMem per 
Socket

3 TB 
6x 512 GB Intel Optane 

PMem

4 TB 
8x 512 GB Intel Optane 

PMem

Memory Speed 2666 MHz 3200 MHz

eADR — Yes

Other – Up to 512 GB Modules
– Secure Erase
– AES 256-Bit

Encryption

– Up to 512 GB Modules
– Secure Erase
– AES 256-Bit

Encryption

32% Higher Memory Bandwidth
when using Intel Optane PMem 200 series 

over the previous generation2

Maximize Memory Bandwidth
Memory bandwidth is the product of the number of channels 
on the memory controller and its operating frequency. To 
maximize a system’s memory bandwidth, verify that each 
channel, on each socket, is populated. Furthermore, ensure 
that each DIMM supports the highest frequency available 
on the memory controller. Each channel supports two DIMM 
slots. As of this writing, the 3rd Gen Intel Xeon Scalable 
processor supports the highest memory bandwidth, with 
up to 32% more than the previous generation.2 

Consider VMware vSphere Support
VMware introduced support for the Intel Optane 
PMem 100 series with vSphere 6.7 EP 10, and Intel Optane 
PMem 200 series with vSphere 7.0U2. Table 4 summarizes 
the key implementation considerations per socket.

Table 4. Implementation Considerations for 
VMware vSphere (per socket)

VMware vSphere Version
6.7 EP 10 7.0U2

Intel® Xeon® Scalable 
Processor

2nd Generation 3rd Generation

Intel® Optane™ PMem 
Support

100 Series 200 Series

Memory Channels 6 8

Memory Frequency 2666 MHz 3200 MHz

DIMM Slots 12 16

Intel Optane PMem Capacity 3 TB 4 TB

Balance the Right Ratio of Intel® Optane™ PMem 
and DRAM
To achieve the best performance, the active memory 
footprint, or the hottest data, should reside in tier 0. For 
example, if there is 256 GB of DRAM available, the active 
memory footprint should be less than 256 GB, or additional 
DRAM is required. To facilitate the proper caching behavior 
between the tiers, Intel requires deployments conform to 
select ratios of DRAM and Intel Optane PMem. Ratios must 
be binary friendly (powers of 2) and are recommended in 
1:4 and 1:8; a DRAM cache of 25% and 12.5%, respectively. 
A ratio of 1:16 is possible but not recommended, because 
it leaves very little DRAM cache (as little as 6.25%) in 
the system. 

Choosing a Design Approach
The most scalable and efficient designs often originate 
from multiple viewpoints and approaches. Some 
approaches are workload-centric, where designs follow the 
characteristics of the workload. Environments are sized 
based on the demands of a workload; these environments 
are typically business-critical. Other designs are hardware-
centric and incorporate the best balance of technology 
regardless of the workload; these environments are 
typically general-purpose, supporting workloads of varying 
sizes.

Considering how environments operate today, as well as 
how they could operate in the future, unlocks new potential 
for consolidation and growth. Today’s workloads may be 
bottlenecked by one component only to be blocked by a 
different one in the future. Comparing different approaches 
and designs can reveal trends and reduce time spent 
identifying bottlenecks.
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Table 5. Example Designs for Supporting Existing Workloads

Configuration #
Intel® Xeon® 

Scalable Processor
Intel® Optane™ 
PMem Support

Active Memory 
Footprint Ratio

DRAM 
Cache

Intel Optane 
PMem

Channels 
Populated

1.1 3rd Generation 200 Series 180 GB 1:8 256 GB 2 TB 16

1.2 3rd Generation 200 Series 180 GB 1:4 256 GB 1 TB 8

1.3 2nd Generation 100 Series 180 GB 1:8 192 GB 1.5 TB 12

1.4 2nd Generation 100 Series 180 GB 1:5.3 192 GB 1 TB 8

2.1 3rd Generation 200 Series 350 GB 1:4 512 GB 2 TB 16

2.2 2nd Generation 100 Series 350 GB 1:4 384 GB 1.5 TB 12

Supporting Existing Workloads
To illustrate these points further, consider the following 
dual-socket system examples, along with the designs 
shown in Table 5:

• Example 1: 180 GB active memory footprint,  
720 GB consumed memory, 768 GB total memory

• Example 2: 350 GB active memory footprint,  
800 GB consumed memory, 1 TB total memory

Example 1. Supporting a 180 GB Active Memory 
Footprint
The following configurations are recommended (rows 1-4 
of Table 5) to support an active memory footprint of 180 GB:

• Configuration 1.1 prioritizes memory bandwidth and is 
outfitted with the maximum number of Intel Optane 
PMem DIMMs, affording 2 TB of system memory with a 
12.5% DRAM cache.

• Configuration 1.2 prioritizes a smaller system memory 
footprint, a larger relative DRAM cache of 25%, and leaves 
room for a memory upgrade in the future.

• Configurations 1.3 and 1.4 are recommended for customers 
currently using 2nd Gen Intel Xeon Scalable processors.

Example 2. Supporting a 350 GB Active 
Memory Footprint
Using the table above (configurations 2.1 and 2.2), consider 
an active memory footprint of 350 GB, and a memory 
utilization of 80% of 1 TB total system memory.

The configurations both maximize memory bandwidth, 
have enough DRAM cache for the active memory footprint, 
and provide additional system memory headroom to 
account for the 800 GB of consumed memory (1 TB 
capacity x 80% utilization). 
• Configuration 2.1 doubles the system memory, reducing 

the memory utilization by half, and has DRAM cache to 
spare. Provided there are additional CPU cycles available, 
this configuration could support additional load or 
increase VM density.

• Configuration 2.2 is recommended for customers 
currently using 2nd Gen Intel Xeon Scalable processors. 
This configuration supports the existing workload but with 
65% less DRAM and increases system memory by 50%, 
compared to a single-tier DRAM deployment.

New Deployments
For new deployments, it is best to anticipate bottlenecks 
and prioritize scalability. The latest 3rd Gen Intel Xeon 
Scalable processers allow taking advantage of higher core 
counts, IPC improvements, and a memory bus that provides 
up to 32% more bandwidth. Using this technology with Intel 
Optane PMem unlocks a highly efficient design at a lower 
cost than traditional single-tier memory environments. 
The result is a balanced system that becomes the blueprint 
for supporting most workloads. Consider the following 
recommendations:
• Maximize software license investment by choosing CPUs 

with exactly 32 cores. A VMware vSphere license supports 
32 cores per socket. If you chose a processor with 40 
cores, you would have to pay for two licenses but only get 
the use of eight more cores. If you chose a processor with 
only 28 cores, you would still have to pay for a full license. 
Both these scenarios lower return on investment.

• Take advantage of the highest available memory frequency 
(3200 GHz) with the Gold or Platinum family of 3rd Gen Intel 
Xeon Scalable processors.3

• Achieve high memory throughput with 8x Intel Optane 
PMem DIMMs per socket.

Taking these recommendations into account, consider the 
following cost comparisons:

768 GB DRAM versus 1 TB Tiered Memory
Deploying 1 TB of tiered memory on a dual-socket 
system for 31% less cost than a traditional 768 GB DRAM 
deployment.3 This comparison assumes that most new 
deployments are considering memory footprints around 
768 GB.
• 8x 128 GB Intel Optane PMem 200 series DIMMs
• 16x 16 GB 3200 MHz RDIMMs
• 2x 32-core Intel Xeon Scalable processors in the 

63xx or 83xx series

1 TB DRAM versus 2 TB Tiered Memory
Deploying 2 TB of tiered memory on a dual-socket system for 
nearly the same cost as a traditional 1 TB DRAM deployment.3 
Compared to the 768 GB DRAM deployment, a 2 TB tiered 
memory configuration affords 2.6X more memory for only 
26% more cost.4

• 16x 128 GB Intel Optane PMem 200 series DIMMs
• 16x 32 GB 3200 MHz RDIMMs
• 2x 32-core Intel Xeon Scalable processors in the 

63xx or 83xx series
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Requirements for Intel® Optane™ PMem in Memory Mode
Integrating Intel Optane PMem in Memory Mode is relatively straight-forward and has the following rules 
and requirements:

• Intel Optane PMem 100 series supports one, two, and four sockets.
• Intel Optane PMem 200 series supports one and two sockets.
• Min of one Intel Optane PMem DIMM per memory controller.
• Max of one Intel Optane PMem DIMM per memory channel.
• Mixing Intel Optane PMem capacities is not supported  

(i.e., 128 GB and 25 6GB DIMMs cannot be on the same platform).
• Mixing DRAM capacities is not supported  

(i.e., 16 GB and 32 GB DIMMs cannot be on the same platform).
• Mixing Intel Optane PMem generations is not supported  

(i.e., 100 series and 200 series cannot be on the same platform).
• Mixing of third-party NVDIMMs is not supported.
• Install Intel Optane PMem in DIMM slots physically closest to the CPU.
• The DIMM population must be symmetric, or mirrored, across each socket  

(i.e., same number of slots of each DIMM type [Intel Optane PMem/DRAM]).

Intel Optane PMem Requirements
DIMM Population Rules
The processor’s memory controllers are the brains of the 
memory system and vary in both number and channels 
depending on the generation. To ensure the correct 
operation of Intel Optane PMem in Memory Mode, each 
controller must be populated with a DIMM. 

Memory controller architectures differ between the 3rd and 
2nd Gen Intel Xeon Scalable processors and have their own 
unique population requirements for deploying Intel Optane 
PMem. Each generation has different configurations or 
layouts for attaching Intel Optane PMem. 

These configurations are also represented in a “#DRAM 
+ #PMEM” format, where the first number provides the 
quantity of DRAM DIMMs, and the second number provides 
the quantity of Intel Optane PMem DIMMs occupying each 
socket. Each layout provides different benefits based on 
the quantity and capacities of DRAM and Intel Optane 
PMem DIMMs.

3rd Gen Intel® Xeon® Scalable processor with 
Intel® Optane™ PMem 200 series
3rd Gen Intel Xeon Scalable processors are equipped 
with four memory controllers. Each controller supports 
two channels, providing a total of eight channels per 
socket. With two DIMM slots per channel, a total of 16 slots 
are available per socket, with 32 slots available in a dual-
socket system. Three configurations are available in this 
generation (see Figure 6):

• Maximum memory capacity and bandwidth (8+8). This 
configuration occupies all channels and slots evenly 
between DRAM and Intel Optane PMem DIMMs. True to 
its name, this configuration yields the highest memory 

capacity and bandwidth. Ensure that every channel has 
the first slot (slot 0) populated with DRAM, and that the 
second slot (slot 1) populated with Intel Optane PMem.

• High memory capacity and bandwidth (8+4). This 
configuration populates DRAM in each channel (slot 0) 
and Intel Optane PMem in half of the other channels (slot 1). 
Four Intel Optane PMem DIMMs must be populated in the 
first channel of each controller (channels 0, 2, 4, and 8). 
This configuration can be upgraded to the “maximum” 
configuration by populating the vacant slots with additional 
Intel Optane PMem of the same capacity and series.

• Minimum occupancy (4+4). This configuration uses 
a single slot per channel (slot 0), minimizing the total 
number of DIMMs required. Four DRAM and four Intel 
Optane PMem DIMMs occupy each memory controller 
occupying the available channels. Intel Optane PMem 
must reside in the first channel of each controller, or the 
odd channels, while DRAM must reside in the second 
channel, or even channels.

3rd Gen Intel® Xeon® Scalable Processor 
with Intel® Optane™ PMem 200 series

DRAM
Intel® Optane™ PMem

Maximum
16 Slots/CPU (8+8)

SLOT 0

SLOT 1

High
12 Slots/CPU (8+4)

SLOT 0

SLOT 1

Minimum
8 Slots/CPU (4+4)

SLOT 0

SLOT 1

CHANNEL 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

IMC IMC IMC IMC

Figure 6. DIMM layout on 3rd Gen Intel® Xeon® Scalable 
processor with Intel® Optane™ PMem 200 series.
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2nd Gen Intel® Xeon® Scalable processor with 
Intel® Optane™ PMem 100 series
2nd Gen Intel Xeon Scalable processors are equipped 
with two memory controllers. Each controller supports 
three channels, providing a total of six memory channels 
per socket. With two DIMM slots per channel, a total of 
12 slots are available per socket, with 24 slots available in 
a dual-socket system. Two configurations are available 
in this generation (see Figure 7):

• Maximum memory capacity and bandwidth (6+6). This 
configuration occupies all channels and slots divided 
evenly between DRAM and Intel Optane PMem DIMMs. 
As the name suggests, this configuration yields the 
highest memory capacity and bandwidth available in 
a two-socket system. Ensure that the first slot (slot 0) 
is populated with DRAM and the second slot (slot 1) is 
populated with Intel Optane PMem.

• High memory capacity and bandwidth (6+4). This 
configuration populates DRAM in each channel (slot 0) 
and Intel Optane PMem in two thirds of the channels. 
Four Intel Optane PMem DIMMs must be populated in 
the first two channels of each controller, or channels 0, 
1, 3, and 4. This configuration can be upgraded to the 
“maximum” configuration by populating the vacant slots 
with additional Intel Optane PMem DIMMs of the same 
capacity and series.

2nd Gen Intel® Xeon® Scalable Processor 
with Intel® Optane™ PMem 100 Series

DRAM
Intel® Optane™ PMem

Maximum
12 Slots/CPU (6+6)

SLOT 0

SLOT 1

High
10 Slots/CPU (6+4)

SLOT 0

SLOT 1

CHANNEL 5 4 3 2 1 0

IMC IMC

Figure 7. DIMM layout on 2nd Gen Intel® Xeon® Scalable 
processor with Intel® Optane™ PMem 100 series.

Managing Tiered Memory
Prior to the release of VMware vSphere 7.0U3, few tools 
were available to monitor tiered memory environments. 
This prompted some reasonable questions, such as:
• Which hosts have tiered memory?
• How much DRAM cache is left or in use?
• How much DRAM cache is a VM using?
• What is the read cache miss rate?

These questions are more easily answered with VMware 
vSphere 7.0U3.

Identify VMware vSphere Hosts with Memory 
Tiering
The following steps and figures can be used to 
identify memory tiering in VMware vSphere 7.0U3:

1. The host summary page identifies if the system 
is using memory tiering.

2. Under the Hardware section, Memory details 
can be expanded by clicking the Details link.

3. These details provide the type of memory tiering in 
place (Hardware), the total system memory available, 
and the quantities of DRAM cache and Intel Optane 
PMem installed. 
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Monitor Memory Performance
With the latest release, VMware introduces vMMR for 
managing two-tier memory deployments. Bandwidth 
can now be monitored between each tier, reflecting the 
utilization in the DRAM cache and Intel Optane PMem. Read 
cache miss percentages show the frequency that reads 
are serviced outside of the DRAM cache. These charts are 
accessible from the familiar Monitor tab from within the 
vSphere Client.

Utilization continues down to the VM level, reflecting how 
much of each tier is in use. To see this level of detail, follow 
these steps:
1. Select the VMs view.
2. Select the Show Columns icon.
3. Check the Active Memory, DRAM Read Bandwidth, and 

PMem Read Bandwidth statistics.
4. Observe the new statistics for each VM on the host.

Alarms
New alarms have also been introduced. When DRAM cache 
utilization reaches a threshold that is too high, an alarm is 
triggered on the affected host. 

When this condition arises, it is possible there is a VM (often 
referred to as a “noisy neighbor”) that is using too many 
resources. An additional alarm can sound when this occurs, 
identifying the relevant VM (Figure 8).

Figure 8. VMware vSphere alarm - VM High Intel® Optane™ 
PMem bandwidth usage.

Summary
Intel Optane PMem in Memory Mode and Intel Xeon 
Scalable processors redefine the memory hierarchy for 
VMware vSphere, reducing cost and increasing density. 
The best-designed tiered memory environments are 
created by using the best telemetry. Assessing key metrics 
over time will highlight usage patterns and dimensions that 
produce an active memory footprint. 

Plan adequate capacities of each tier to provide room 
for the footprint and additional growth. Once deployed, 
infrastructure can be tuned as necessary with the new 
memory management tools built into VMware vSphere. 
Following the best practices outlined in this document will 
help ensure a highly optimized, scalable, and cost-efficient 
tiered memory solution.

Learn More
• VMware vSphere Performance with Intel Optane Persistent 

Memory in Memory Mode – Balanced Profile
• Intel® Optane™ Persistent Memory Quick Start Guide
• Resource Management Guide: Update with vMMR
• 7.0 U3 Release Notes
• What’s New with U3 – vMMR blog and video 
• Understanding PMem blog (English)
• Understanding PMem blog (Spanish)
• Persistent Memory technology as the new normal with 

VMware vSphere® Memory Monitoring and Remediation

Find the solution that is right for your organization. Visit 
intel.com/optanepersistentmemory or contact your 
Intel representative.

https://www.vmware.com/techpapers/2020/pmem-balanced-profile-perf.html
https://www.vmware.com/techpapers/2020/pmem-balanced-profile-perf.html
https://www.intel.com/content/dam/support/us/en/documents/memory-and-storage/data-center-persistent-mem/Intel-Optane-DC-Persistent-Memory-Quick-Start-Guide.pdf
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-vSphere/7.0/com.vmware.vsphere.resmgmt.doc/GUID-CE019F04-DEA1-473B-ADBC-64607899BD8F.html
https://docs.vmware.com/en/VMware-vSphere/7.0/rn/vsphere-esxi-703-release-notes.html
https://blogs.vmware.com/vsphere/2021/09/announcing-vsphere-7-update-3.html
https://core.vmware.com/blog/understanding-persistent-memory-vsphere
https://blogs.vmware.com/latam/2021/10/memoria-persistente-en-vsphere.html
https://blogs.vmware.com/vsphere/2021/11/persistent-memory-technology-as-the-new-normal-with-vmware-vsphere-memory-monitoring-and-remediation-vmmr.html
https://blogs.vmware.com/vsphere/2021/11/persistent-memory-technology-as-the-new-normal-with-vmware-vsphere-memory-monitoring-and-remediation-vmmr.html
https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/architecture-and-technology/optane-dc-persistent-memory.html
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Appendix A: System Configuration Considerations
Find servers compatible with Intel Optane PMem by using the VMware Compatibility Guide and searching for the 
“Persistent Memory” feature. For additional information, refer to the VMware knowledge base article vSphere 
Support for Intel Optane Persistent Memory (67645). If you do not see the server of your choice, contact your server 
vendor for availability.

Appendix B: Balanced Profile Persistent Memory BIOS Setting
Intel Optane PMem coexists with traditional DDR4 DIMMs on the same memory bus. The memory controller in the 
processor arbitrates between the memory transactions coming from DRAM and Intel Optane PMem. Different arbitration 
profiles have been defined to determine the algorithm for when the memory controller switches between DRAM and Intel 
Optane PMem transactions. These profiles are configurable through a persistent memory BIOS setting. There are three 
profiles: Bandwidth Optimized, Latency Optimized, and Balanced Profile. Ensure that the Balanced Profile is selected for 
Memory Mode deployments.

• Bandwidth Optimized arbitrates between DRAM and Intel Optane PMem to maximize DRAM bandwidth.

• Latency Optimized arbitrates between DRAM and Intel Optane PMem to minimize DRAM latency.

• Balanced Profile is optimized for Memory Mode, allowing the controller to switch more often between DRAM and 
Intel Optane PMem. This allows eviction transactions in DRAM to execute faster.

Bandwidth Optimized

Latency Optimized

Balanced Profile

DDR4
Intel® Optane™ Persistent Memory

Figure B1. BIOS profiles manage DRAM and Intel® Optane™ PMem.

In Memory Mode, DRAM is used as a cache while Intel Optane PMem is used as volatile main memory to deliver DRAM-
like performance (depending on the workload). The CPU memory controller first attempts to retrieve data from the 
DRAM cache, and when the data is present it returns the request, similar to how DRAM access works today. When 
the data is not present, the request is sent to Intel Optane PMem. The request is returned to the CPU and in parallel is 
sent to the DRAM cache. This extra request, resulting from the cache miss, in addition to the marginally higher latency 
of Intel Optane PMem compared to DRAM, can negatively impact performance. The Balanced Profile BIOS setting 
optimizes Memory Mode performance by balancing the thresholds between DRAM and Intel Optane PMem to improve 
the bandwidth for all DRAM cache misses and maintaining the performance of DRAM cache hits.

Intel recommends the Balanced Profile BIOS setting for workloads using Intel Optane PMem in Memory Mode. 
Contact your preferred OEM vendor for more information, as the Balanced Profile may not be the default persistent 
memory BIOS setting.

https://www.vmware.com/resources/compatibility/search.php
https://kb.vmware.com/s/article/67645
https://kb.vmware.com/s/article/67645
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1 Intel® Xeon® Gold processors and Intel® Xeon® Platinum processors support DRAM at up to 3200 GHz. The Intel® Xeon® Silver processors 
and Intel® Xeon® Bronze processors support DRAM at only up to 2933 GHz. See https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/products/
details/processors/xeon/scalable.html for more details.

 768 GB DRAM versus 1 TB tiered memory price comparison as of 10/14/2021 at https://www.dell.com. Pricing varies over time. 
DRAM configuration: Quantity of 24x 32 GB RDIMMs at a unit price of USD 1,044.36, for a total of USD 25,064.64.  
Tiered memory configuration: Quantity of 16x 16 GB RDIMMS at a unit price of USD 553.64, for a total of USD 8,858.24 plus 8x 128 GB 
Intel® Optane™ persistent memory 200 series DIMMs at a unit price of USD 1,069.54, for a total of USD 8,556.32. The sum of USD 8,858.24 
and USD 8,556.32 is USD 17,414.56.

 1 TB DRAM versus 2 TB tiered memory price comparison as of 10/14/2021 at https://www.dell.com. Pricing varies over time. 
DRAM configuration: Quantity of 32x 32 GB RDIMMs at a unit price USD 1,044.36, for a total of USD 33,419.52. 

 Tiered memory configuration: Quantity of 16x 32 GB RDIMMS at a unit price of USD 1,044.36, for a total of USD 16,709.76 plus 16x 128 GB 
Intel® Optane™ persistent memory 200 series DIMMs at a unit price of USD 1,069.54, for a total of USD 17,112.64. The sum of USD 16,709.76 
and USD 17,112.64 is USD 33,822.40.

2 intel.com/content/www/us/en/products/docs/memory-storage/optane-persistent-memory/optane-persistent-memory-200-series-brief.html
3 See endnote 1.
4 768 GB DRAM versus 2 TB tiered memory price comparison as of 10/14/2021 at https://www.dell.com. Pricing varies over time. 

DRAM configuration: Quantity of 24x 32 GB RDIMMs at a unit price of USD 1,044.36, for a total of USD 25,064.64.  
Tiered memory configuration: Quantity of 16x 32 GB RDIMMS at a unit price of USD 1,044.36, for a total of USD 16,709.76 plus 16x 128 GB 
Intel® Optane™ persistent memory 200 series DIMMs at a unit price of USD 1,069.54, for a total of USD 17,112.64. The sum of USD 16,709.76 
and USD 17,112.64 is USD 33,822.40.

 Performance varies by use, configuration and other factors. Learn more at intel.com/PerformanceIndex. Performance results are based 
on testing as of dates shown in configurations and may not reflect all publicly available updates. See backup for configuration details. 
No product or component can be absolutely secure. Your costs and results may vary. Intel technologies may require enabled hardware, 
software or service activation. © Intel Corporation.  Intel, the Intel logo, and other Intel marks are trademarks of Intel Corporation or its 
subsidiaries. Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others. 0722/ACHO/KC/PDF

https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/products/details/processors/xeon/scalable.html
https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/products/details/processors/xeon/scalable.html
https://www.dell.com/en-us
https://www.dell.com/en-us
https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/products/docs/memory-storage/optane-persistent-memory/optane-persistent-memory-200-series-brief.html
https://www.dell.com/en-us
http://www.intel.com/performanceindex
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